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INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Firmex for Mining

Firmex is a great tool for 
organizing our financial 
and technical due 
diligence campaigns. 
We also share data 
with consultants and 
contractors on the 
same platform. 
—  John Antwi, Senior VP, 

Corporate Development & 
Planning, Klondex Mines Ltd.

15.000+
new data room projects  
per year.

4,200+
customers in 80 countries 
trust Firmex VDRs.

$240B+
in total transactional value 
run on the Firmex Virtual Data 
Room platform.

Whether your focus is fundraising, environmental audits, M&A or a joint venture,  
put your best foot forward with a Firmex Virtual Data Room.
Exploration and development require a steady flow of capital. Mining companies face unique challenges in 
collaborating with investors, partners, auditors, regulators, geologists, and other experts in remote locations. A Firmex 
Virtual Data Room helps you reliably share high volumes of technical and financial documents, including large CAD files, 
anytime, anywhere. Firmex provides unmatched security, ease of use, and value with simple pricing and no hidden fees.

ONE POWERFUL DATA ROOM. MANY USES.
When the stakes are high, exploration and development mining companies trust 
Firmex to run mission-critical processes and complete projects quickly and efficiently. 

FUNDRAISING
When an investment opportunity arrives, you need to move fast. Navigate a successful 
debt or equity raise by using Firmex to organize and share confidential information with 
potential investors. Efficiently manage due diligence, restrict access, and monitor all 
activity in the data room to identify serious investors.

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
Keep M&A transactions moving and streamline due diligence. Set granular 
permissions to control and stage access to confidential documents, and track all  
user activity to see who is most engaged.

JOINT VENTURES
Preparation is key to a successful joint venture. Establish trust by presenting 
confidential documents for due diligence in a timely and professional manner.  
Once you’ve narrowed the field, use Firmex to quickly and efficiently negotiate 
contracts and closing documents.

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS
An audit can come up at any time, so you need to be ready. Import an audit checklist 
into the Firmex VDR, drag and drop supporting documents, and use tags and statuses 
to assign documents to team members. Keep track of auditors’ questions with our 
built-in Q&A tool so nothing is overlooked.


